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About This Game
Once upon a time there lived... no. catAnod hasn't got a prominent plot or cute characters. But this simple puzzle will be a nice
activity for your brain. Pleasant music and interface will make the process more enjoyable. Connect positive and negative
elements to get a whole chain. Be careful and avoid a short circuit. The game is a good choice for both adults and children.
There's always a way to spend some quality time and one of them is to buy catAnod.
Features:
- Achievements;
- 30+ levels;
- Nice music
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Bought this with a 90% off coupon that i got~
Completed the game after in only 30 minutes
Gotta love dem classic video games. Not bad at the start, very good impression. The visuals are pretty and cyberpunkish, I am a
sucker for that fortunately for this game, a bit not optimized because I cannot run this on the highest settings whilst being able to
run for ex Witcher 3 on highest and there is sadly no way to disable motion blur without completely disabling the post
processing.
Gameplay gets rather boring and there are not that many players around.
I bought it on a sale so I am not entirely butthurt about this and I am hoping it will still be developed, but overall, in it's current
state, don't buy - unless on a big sale or when more features are added.. Positives:
- gameplay, as with many games of a similar genre, is easy to understand, but hard to master as some patterns can be confusing
to maneuver around at first glance.
- completing a lot of the achievements requires absolute mastery of the game's control, and gives intense satisfaction when you
finally finish a hard achievement (perfect voyages, berserk 100seconds, etc.)
- from my limited exposure to multiplayer with a few IRL friends, it's decently fun to do multiplayer, but lacks replayability.
- music is quite nice, although pretty limited (only 5 tracks as far as i know)
Negatives:
- the last two obstacles in expert. the first one isn't too bad, as you are given just enough time to see how the deadly orbs will
move. the second one, though... at high speeds, it's pretty much praying the side you choose will allow you to pass through. this
last pattern is the reason why perfect expert voyage took so long.
- the default sensitivity doesn't really fit right. everyone else i've talked to about this game has been dissatisfied. either they
prefer a lower sensitivity (to allow for greater precision), or they like a faster sensitivity (me) to make quick changes in position
easier.
Overall: Would recomend to those who enjoy punishing satisfying twitch games.. It is looking like a good tool for testing a
computer's capabilities, when it comes to your everyday functions, and some more interesting stats concerning storage. Plus to
test applications. Was worth the investment.
. Only character in any of the Season Pass worth owning as of right now.
F Noctis, Geese, Lei, Neegan & the trash bowling mode no one ever touches.. Would actually be nice if they added more
popular song (vocaloid, camellia, soundvoltex, XI, and those things) and reduce the DLC cost cuz it's gonna burn ur wallet for
some random songs. Gameplay itself is decent although you can just play osu and download the skins, but overall i'll give this
game a 8/10 for now. If you need something about time travels, quests or just making a mess in VR you need to buy Timelock
VR. It's a good game for get acquainted with VR world, to skip an evening or just to relax
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its a game that has a lot of areas where it could be imporved on: but if you are willing to be patant with it it can be alot of fun..
Sadly I have not been able to play the game at all...Just start the game and hit a Please wait across the screen...waited for a bit
and nothing...validated files and still please wait screen. This game looked fun but with no way to try it out my recommendation
for this game will be dont buy. At least for now...hopefully. We take the hot butter. Mix it with the ice cream. Freeze it up cool,
you can see it on your screen. Put it in your microwave, make it real hot, like a soup or a dip. We call it Heat 'n Sip!. I can't
supercharge any of my cars wondering if i'm missing any thing. Over all I love the game and new DLC.. local co-op, split screen
and amazing story.
perfection :). Silo is an exceptional bit of software... I've been using Silo for several year both for personal work and
commercially on many game projects.
The biggest use of Silo for me yet was the block out of a huge amount of the open world in the Xbox 360 title Crackdown. I
used Silo almost exclusively to produce the base models for the areas that were exported into Max, textured and polished and
then put into the game editor.
Silo is still my go to low poly and character modelling tool. When used in conjustion with other tools such as Blender it produces
an excellent pipline.. Simple game, but fun and well presented. For the right price its worth a look.
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